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TAPESCRIPT

Speaker A  Scientists in California developed a system that can record a higher level brain activity. 
The lead researcher believes that it could possibly be used to study dreams. The idea of a 
machine recording dreams sounds fanciful but a research team in California is to explore 
whether it might be possible, at least in a limited way. A study by the team suggests that 
the activity of individual brain cells is associated with specific objects.

Speaker B  Dreams may be a marker that the brain is working on the same problem at many levels. 
The dreams might reflect the brain’s attempt to find associations for the memories that 
could make them more useful in the future. Every day we are gathering and encountering 
tremendous amounts of information and new experiences. The scientists say there may 
be ways to take advantage of this phenomenon for improving learning and memory. For 
example, students might be better studying hard before bedtime, or taking a nap after a 
period of afternoon study.

Speaker C  The sessions, run by the charity Sleep Scotland, aim to teach pupils tips such as 
the importance of a bed-time routine and avoiding late-night television. Experts say 
teenagers who seem grumpy and uncommunicative could actually be sleep deprived 
because they go to bed after midnight – even on week nights. The advice for pupils is that 
they should be sleeping for more than nine hours a night. Sleep Scotland says getting 
enough sleep boosts academic performance and sporting prowess. However going 
without can be linked to obesity and a greater risk of depression.

Speaker D  A team from the University Hospital of Zurich made the discovery after treating a woman 
who stopped dreaming after she had a stroke. It had affected an area deep in the back of 
the brain – and they suggest this is the area controlling dreaming. The researchers say the 
finding offers a new focus for dream research. The 73-year-old patient lost a number of 
brain functions, mostly related to vision, with her stroke. Most came back after a few days – 
but she then stopped dreaming. Before her stroke, she had dreamt three or four times a 
week.

Speaker E  Scientists found out that a dreamy nap boosts creative powers. They tested whether 
“incubating” a problem allowed a flash of insight, and found it did, especially when 
people entered a phase of sleep known as rapid eye movement sleep. Volunteers 
who had entered rapid eye movement – when most dreams occur – were then better 
able to solve a new problem with lateral thinking. The findings suggest it is not merely 
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sleep itself, or the passage of time, that is important for the problem solving, but the 
quality of sleep.

Speaker F  Sensor technology is developing at such a pace that eventually it might be possible to monitor 
brain activity in this way without invasive surgery. If this were to happen it would open up a range 
of possibilities. It would be wonderful to read people’s minds where they cannot communicate, 
such as people in comas. There have been attempts to create machine interfaces before that 
aim to translate thoughts into instructions to control computers or machines. 

2.

TAPESCRIPT

Melanie: Mum, I am going out tonight and I wonder if I could borrow your jumper? 
Mum: Ok.
Melanie: Thanks… I’ve got it. It looks great with these breeches.
Mum: But that’s my new jumper! I thought you meant my red one.
Melanie: Oh, please. I love this yellow one. I promise I’ll look after it if you lend it to me.
Mum:  I haven’t even worn it yet, so take it off now. You’ll be able to borrow it when I’ve worn it a 

few times.
Melanie: Ok.
Mum: Wait a minute. Where did you get those blue breeches?
Melanie: But you never wear them, Mum.
Mum: They’re my best ones, so I put them on only for special occasions.
Melanie: But I’ve got nothing to wear. Your clothes are so fashionable.
Mum: I think fashion forces people to waste their money and time.
Melanie: I fully disagree with you.
Mum: Why? Do you know the world better?
Melanie:  Our world could become a boring place without fashion and changes it brings to our life. 

Anyway, I haven’t had any new clothes for ages. Will you go shopping with me?
Mum: Only if you put on your own clothes. Will you do that?
Melanie: Ok.
Mum: But I need to put the dishes into the dishwasher first.
Melanie: It won’t take you long, will it?
Mum: Have you got any money to buy clothes with?
Melanie: I’ve got a bit but probably not enough. Can you lend me some?
Mum: What do you spent the money you earn on?
Melanie: I had to buy some Christmas presents.
Mum: But it’s only July.
Melanie: That’s true. In July prices are the best.
Mum: That’s true.
Melanie:  I’m thinking of finding a new job, anyway. I want one with longer hours and career prospects.
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Mum:  I don’t think it’s a good idea. You have to do your homework and it takes much time. You 
won’t enter the university unless you study hard. The job you’ve got is fine as it’s only ten 
hours a week. And you earn enough money to buy your books and a few clothes.

Melanie:  Maybe you’re right. Anyway, can we go? We’ll be too late, if we don’t leave now. The 
shops will shut now.

Mum: But I haven’t loaded the dishwasher yet.
Melanie: Can’t you do that when we come back later?
Mum: I suppose so. We won’t be too long I hope.

TAPESCRIPT

Presenter:   Hello I’m Rob Jones. Welcome to our show. I’m joined today by Dr.Teresa Belton who is 
an expert in the impact of emotions on behaviour and learning education. Today we’re 
going to discuss boredom.

Speaker:   Hi, Rob. You know I’m happy you called me to present this programme with you because 
boredom is a common feeling. 

Presenter:  What exactly is boredom? What makes us bored?
Speaker:  Feeling unsatisfied by or uninterested in an activity causes it. Boredom sometimes oc-

curs when a person is feeling energetic but has nowhere to direct that energy or when a 
person has difficulty focusing on a task. 

Presenter:  But why are children so often bored, especially at school?
Speaker:  Adolescents frequently experience boredom. This may be because as they are given 

more freedom to choose what to do with their time, they are still learning about them-
selves and their interests. Not knowing where to focus can cause boredom. In most cas-
es, children may complain of boredom when they are uncomfortable dealing with their 
thoughts or feelings. 

Presenter:  Boredom is marked by an empty feeling, as well as frustration with that emptiness. Can 
we prevent our children from being bored?

Speaker:  Of course, we can. But do we have to?
Presenter:  What do you mean? Can children do it on their own or …
Speaker:  Our expectations that children should be constantly active could hamper the develop-

ment of their imagination.  Children should be allowed to get bored so they can develop 
their innate ability to be creative. 

Presenter:  No way! Really?
Speaker:  Well, I quizzed author Meera Syal and artist Grayson Perry about how boredom had aided 

their creativity as children. Syal said boredom made her write, while Perry said it was a 
“creative state”. 

Presenter:  I heard Syal’s memories of the small mining village, with few distractions, where she grew up.
Speaker:   Lack of things to do spurred her to talk to people she would not otherwise have engaged 

with and to try activities she would not, under other circumstances, have experienced, 
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such as talking to elderly neighbours and learning to bake cakes. Boredom is often asso-
ciated with solitude and Syal spent hours of her early life staring out of the window across 
fields and woods, watching the changing weather and seasons.

Presenter:  But how did she get down to writing?
Speaker:  Boredom made her write. She kept a diary from a young age, filling it with observations, 

short stories, poems, and diatribe. And she attributes these early beginnings to becom-
ing a writer late in life. The comedienne turned writer said: “Enforced solitude alone with 
a blank page is a wonderful spur.”

 Presenter:  So being bored is not as black as it is painted!
Speaker:  Right, however, being creative involves being able to develop internal stimulus. Some 

young people do not have it so they can’t deal with that boredom creatively. Nature ab-
hors a vacuum and they try to fill it sometimes ending up smashing up bus shelters or 
taking cars out for a joyride.

Presenter:  Can meaningless boredom be treated with simple measures such as watching TV or 
playing games?

Speaker:  The academic, who has previously studied the impact of television and videos on chil-
dren’s writing, said: “When children have nothing to do now, they immediately switch on 
the TV, the computer, the phone or some kind of screen. The time they spend on these 
things has increased. But children need to have stand-and-stare time, time imagining 
and pursuing their own thinking processes or assimilating their experiences through play 
or just observing the world around them. It is this sort of thing that stimulates the imag-
ination, while the screen “tends to short circuit that process and the development of 
creative capacity”.

Presenter:  Can you give our viewers advice on how to diagnose boredom as a medical problem in 
their children?

Speaker:  When boredom occurs frequently and interferes with your child’s ability to function nor-
mally, consult your child’s physician for an evaluation. Some children can’t adequately 
describe their feelings. Symptoms of boredom can sometimes resemble depression. 
A bored child may want to be engaged; a depressed child may avoid being engaged. A 
mental health professional can work with your child to determine the exact diagnosis.

Presenter:  How can parents treat boredom?
Speaker:  You can treat this condition in a child by helping him or her cope with feelings of boredom 

when they arise. When your child complains of boredom, encourage communication. 
Address the situation without questioning the validity of your child’s feelings. You can 
get the best results from your efforts if you take time to guide your child in identifying the 
causes of the condition and finding creative solutions.

Presenter:  Thank you for a most interesting talk.

10.
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Unusual fish
Researchers in Australia have become worried about a type of fish. Currently it does not exist in their 

country. Yet the researchers fear that it might arrive soon. The fish’s scientific name is Anabas testudineus. 
It is more commonly known as the climbing perch. 
Climbing perch are native to Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, and South East Asian countries. Adults 

are about 25 centimetres (9.8 inches) long. The fish are a popular type of food in India and some 
other countries. Over the last 30 to 40 years climbing perch have gradually spread from Malaysia and 
Vietnam to the islands of Indonesia and Papua New Guinea (PNG).

Climbing perch
Climbing perch are unusual. They are a freshwater fish but can survive in very salty water. The 

fish can crawl, or drag themselves, out of the water. The fins that can cover  their gills have sharp 
spines. These  can be extended. Climbing perch  use their spines to pull themselves across dry land.

In 2005 climbing perch were found on two Australian islands. These islands are called Boigu and 
Saibai. They are less than eight kilometres (five miles) from PNG. 

Somehow, climbing perch have managed to get from PNG to the islands. They may have been 
taken there accidentally. 

However, these islands are a long way from Australia’s coast. Cape York, the most northerly tip 
of  Australia, is about 160 kilometres (100 miles) away.
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26–31.

The Isle of Wight Festival
The first Isle of Wight Pop Festival took place in August 1968 and is remembered as quite a 

primitive event. Bands played on a makeshift stage built on the back of a truck and only 10,000 peo-
ple turned up. The following year, organisers persuaded the legendary Bob Dylan and other famous 
artists like The Beatles, Elton John and Pink Floyd to appear. 150,000 people gathered in Newport 
to attend Dylan’s performance. 1970 was a musical extravaganza lasting five days, with an audience 
of 600,000 people. Unfortunately, things got out of hand as fans pushed their way in without tickets, 
fights broke out and chaos followed. Banned by act of Parliament, there were no more festivals until 
2002, when the Isle of Wight Festival was revived.

The three-day rock festival is now held every year and has hosted R.E.M., David Bowie, Bryan 
Adams and an impressive line-up of European DJs. Virgin Radio, the official festival station, reports 
live from the event for the entire weekend. A host of attractions are on offer for those who want 
more than the music. Bars and stalls in the grounds tempt hungry festival-goers with local and ethnic 
dishes. 

32–38.

32 1. goes 2. spreads 3. expands 4. widens 

33 1. into 2. over 3. inside 4. through 

34 1. very 2. too 3. enough 4. much 

35 1. passed 2. transmitted 3. gone 4. sent 

36 1. shutting 2. covering 3. closing 4. putting 

37 1. nearly 2. around 3. almost 4. just about 

38 1. take up 2. take in 3. take off 4. take out 

39.

Tver
Russia

08/10/15
Dear  Nick,  
Thanks a lot for your letter. I was glad to hear from you. Sorry, I haven’t written for ages, as I was rather 

busy with my homework.
I am really happy to hear that you have already chosen your future career! As for me, I can’t make up my 

mind yet. You know, the problem of choosing a future profession is rather widespread these days. 
I am thinking about becoming a lawyer or building a career in advertising. I hope it will be quite interesting.

Suggested Answer:
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40.

Task 1.

In our fast-moving world people pay more attention to different means of transport, especially to cars. 
Some of them believe it’s an important invention, which has changed the world, while others think the world 
would be better without cars. In my opinion, cars play an important role in our everyday lives for several 
reasons.

First of all, using cars helps us to save our time, as we don’t have to wait for the public transport. More-
over, you can create your own short way to the place of destination.

Secondly, using cars is more comfortable, then using public transport, as it is your own one, your prop-
erty. Furthermore, you can create your own design, or even the atmosphere in the passenger compartment.

On the other hand, some people believe cars make lots of trouble. They mean traffic jams, car fumes, 
which lead to the environmental problems, such as air, water pollution and, besides, noise pollution.

In my opinion, cars do harm to the ecology, however, without cars we would have problems with travel-
ling to the countryside, for instance, out of the city, or even with the delivery of goods. Nevertheless, there 
are ecologically-friendly cars, which can’t damage the eco-system. 

All in all, I don’t think, we could imagine our lives without cars. Using them makes our living less difficult, 
more comfortable and convenient, giving the opportunity to save our time.

Talking about the most popular careers, Russian school-leavers usually want to become doctors or in-
ternational diplomats.

By the way, what countries are going to visit while travelling? Are you planning to go to Russia? Do you 
want to travel with a friend or by yourself?

Write back soon.
Best wishes,
Eugene

The Red Cross Girls were American women volunteers selected by the American 
Red Cross to go overseas to offer moral support to the soldiers. Their first job was to 
operate clubhouses which were places near or on army bases for soldiers to relax and 
take a break from the stress of war.

The women provided snacks and coffee. The women put on events such as dances 
which were very popular. The soldiers would gather at clubhouses to play cards, 
listen to music and socialise. The Red Cross Girls were always there to cheer up the 
troops and listen to tales from the warzone.

ВАЖНО!
Повторите правила чтения и ГЛАВНОЕ, как читаются слова при помощи ТРАНСКРИЦИИ!!!

Suggested Answer:

Обратите внимание на выделенные слова, проверьте их чтение, наиболее трудные слова 
запишите в свой словарик трудных слов.
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Task 2.

Suggested Answer:

1. Where’s the centre situated/located?
2. What are the opening hours?
3. Is there a swimming pool here?
4. What is the price for two months?
5. Are there any discounts for students?

Their work was so successful that the Red Cross started using buses called 
clubmobiles, fitted with coffee and donut-making equipment, in order to access 
remote army bases.

The International Red Cross coordinates the activities of the 188 countries with 
National Red Cross societies, such as the American Red Cross. The essential feature 
of the International Red Cross is that it is a neutral organisation which provides 
assistance to people affected by disasters and conflicts.
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TAPESCRIPT

Speaker A  Family and friends are crucial – the wider and deeper the relations with those around you 
the better. I’m happiest when I’m hanging out with friends and family. I don’t have to pretend 
that I’m fond of things I’m not. The idea is that I can be purely myself. All people around you 
make an elaborate pretence of what they are, apart from your nearest and dearest, who are 
honest and loyal to you. You know that scientists say that happiness leads to long life, health, 
resilience and good performance. It’s even suggested that happiness can ward off germs.

Speaker B  What makes me happy is slowing down. I think that we live in a very fast, speedy world 
and we often forget to take stock and take time. This means we should examine our 
lives, rather than rush through our daily activities as most of us tend to do. Peaceful and 
quiet contemplation improves my mood and gives me space for understanding the world 
around me. A vital ingredient is having meaning in life, a belief in something bigger than 
yourself – from religion, spirituality or a philosophy of life.

Speaker C  The problem with happiness is of course that sometimes when you are happy, you are infected 
with the spirit of the fact that it’s going to stop, so sometimes you can’t enjoy happiness 
because you know it’s going to end. So I can’t fully enjoy it as when you use the word “happy”, 
it often has the sort of context of balloons floating up into the sky or something frivolous. There 
are also a lot of things we experience in life that can produce lasting unhappiness.

Speaker D  I think it is a very good thing to try and aim to be happy. Happiness is a difficult concept. 
You’re aiming for contentment and satisfaction with a few moments of joy. The question 
of whether we can actually use our knowledge of what makes us happy to lift our levels of 
happiness permanently is hotly debated. However, it is possible to lift our biological set 
range of happiness, at least to some extent if we work at it.

Speaker E  And for me, like most people actually what the evidence tells you is it’s about having good 
relationships and making time for them, so I’m never happier than when I’m with my wife 
and child and also having a fulfilling and satisfying job. Having goals embodied in the long-
term values that you’re working for is vital for feeling happy, but the process should be 
enjoyable. I need to find fulfillment through having goals that are interesting to work on 
and which use my strengths and abilities.

Speaker F  There is a wealth of evidence about this – above a certain point wealth and possessions 
don’t contribute to happiness. Despite all the massive increase in our wealth in the last 
50 years our levels of happiness have not increased. Of course there’s a minimum, if 
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you’ve just lost your job and you can’t pay the mortgage, you’re going to be miserable. But 
above a certain level, and it’s actually relatively low in a society like ours, money doesn’t 
actually buy happiness.

2.

Mary:  This restaurant is really so lovely. John, I wonder why I’ve never been here before. I’ve 
walked past it so many times going to the office.

John:  Oh, I come here quite often. The food they serve is tasty and the prices are reasonable, 
too. Moreover, it’s not as busy at lunchtime.

Mary:  Mmm. Here’s the menu.
John:  What I like most about the place – is its non-smoking policy. It spoils my appetite when 

people smoke in the restaurant.
Mary:  Me too! I’m really pleased more and more restaurants don’t allow it. Anyway, I suppose 

we’d better have a look at the menu as I’ve got to be back to work in an hour at the latest.
John:  It’s on me today.
Mary:  Well – thanks, John. I’ll treat you next time.
John:  So let’s see…  Well, I think I’ll just have the main course – I’ll have the fish because I don’t 

cook fish very often at home.
Mary:  Ok… Actually I’m quite hungry, so I think I’ll have the lamb chop with rice.
John:  You really should try the fish, you know. I had it the last time I was here and I really enjoyed 

it. They cook it very simply, just with lemon.
Mary:  I don’t like fish when we’re not by the sea. I never believe it’s fresh.
John: I’ve never had a problem here.
Mary:  Oh, I’m sure it’s fine. But I’ve had a bad fish once so I haven’t really eaten any fish since 

then.
John:  I know what you mean. Once on holiday I got ill when I ate an octopus. I couldn’t touch 

seafood for years afterwards. It really ruined my holiday, too. So, you’re having the lamb 
as your main course?

Mary: Yes, I think I’ll have a starter, too… This salad looks nice.
John: And I’ll have the dessert instead. This apple pie is delicious.
Mary: Right
John:  Ok then, I’ll call a waiter. The service here is usually quite fast so we should be able to get 

back on time.

Утверждение A B C D E F G
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TAPESCRIPT

Reporter:  Hello, I’m Jane Savage. I’m joined today by architect and broadcaster Maxwell Hutchinson. 
Hello, Maxwell.

Speaker: Hi.
Reporter:  Now, Maxwell, tell me, when you think of skyscrapers – the very tall, thin buildings – which 

cities do you think of?
Speaker:  Oh, well probably New York, Shanghai, and perhaps Dubai…
Reporter:  Well, London is also the home to a growing number of skyscrapers. They’ve got irreverently 

British nicknames like the Gherkin, the Walkie Talkie and the Cheese Grater… Do you like 
them?

Speaker:  Well, I like the nicknames – I think they’re very fun. And actually, I quite like the buildings, 
too – they’re quirky.

Reporter:  Yeah, I agree, but today we’ll be talking about why many people are unhappy about these 
new skyscrapers.

Speaker:  We’ve had them since 1708. I mean St Paul’s, of course. It’s a modest 111 meters high, but 
for more than 300 years it was the tallest building in this city. Now, it is dwarfed by nearby 
skyscrapers, many of which have sprung up in just the last few years.

Reporter:  What are the reasons against the skyscrapers then?
Speaker:  They are not universally popular. Some say they obstruct sightlines of old-fashioned 

landmarks like St.Paul’s; that they threaten cultural identity; that they are just plain ugly. A 
group of high-profile Londoners, politicians, artisans and academics are now campaigning 
to halt this incoming tide. They say more than 200 more skyscrapers are being thoughtlessly 
thrown up across London.

Reporter:  The “Walkie Talkie” and “Cheese Grater” are just two of the latest bizarrely-shaped tower 
blocks to appear on London’s skyline, to mixed reaction and sometimes unexpected 
consequences. The “Boomerang” and “Scalpel” are next in the pipeline. But are these 
new additions to the skyline an improvement?

Speaker:  Absolutely. The change for the London skyline is a miraculous achievement in difficult economic 
conditions. London has become a showcase for tall buildings. Buildings like the Gherkin, Cheese 
Grater and Walkie Talkie are clear representations of how well London is doing. Clearly they 
are improvements to the skyline. However, we don’t need to turn London into Manhattan.

Reporter:  As reported, City of London Chief Planner Peter Rees is not very keen on the next generation 
of towers.

Speaker:  Mr. Rees says his personal view is that some skyscrapers are being built in unsuitable 
locations. From Bermondsey to Battersea, one is confronted by isolated tall buildings 
and he believes this damages the city. If we are building tall, we should cluster buildings 
together. It’s no good building over each Underground station across London. Or we will 
end up with a very ugly looking place with random tall buildings.

Reporter:  The key issue in any discussion of London’s skyline is whether buildings make a positive 
contribution to London’s urban realm, protecting the things we value about our city, while 
helping us meet the challenges of growth and ensuring the continued prosperity of London 
and Londoners.

Speaker:  In September, Communities Secretary called in proposals to build a cluster of high rise 
buildings around the Shell Centre on the South Bank, describing them as a matter of 
“substantial controversy”.
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Reporter:  The Walkie Talkie has been blamed for reflecting light which melted parts of a car parked 
on a nearby street. What exactly happened?

Speaker:  It’s like starting a fire with a parabolic mirror. Fundamentally it’s reflection. If a building 
creates enough of a curve with a series of flat windows, which act like mirrors, the reflections 
all converge at one point, focusing and concentrating the light.

Reporter: But how common is it for skyscrapers to damage cars or property in this way?
Speaker:  It’s down to the design of the building. A series of curved windows, which act like mirrors, 

can focus and concentrate the sun’s rays. The story is not unprecedented. In 2003, the 
opening of the Walt Disney Concert Hall in Los Angeles hit a similar stumbling block. The 
building was clad from head to toe, right down to the pavement, in stainless steel panels, 
and they would send the sun dazzling across the sidewalks to hotspots where people were. 
It was measured up to 60 C which is 140F.

Reporter:  As for the Walkie Talkie the developers could employ a number of possible solutions, 
couldn’t they?

Speaker:  Right. They could coat the windows to reduce reflection – which would be a cheap fix – but 
the downside of that is it could reduce the light entering the building. Another solution would 
be for them to misalign the window frames, to slightly alter them by about a millimeter, but 
that would be very expensive. This solution should minimize the impact on the local area 
over the next two to three weeks, after which time the phenomenon is expected to have 
disappeared.

Reporter: Maxwell, have you got a head for heights?
Speaker:  Certainly. And it is great that London is continuing to change. It is vibrant, it is the place 

where 20 and 30-somethings around the world want to come and start their careers.

10.
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19–25.

Da Vinci portrait
A music professor, who works at an American university, thinks he has made an important discovery. 
He believes that an engraving, owned by an American museum, is a picture of Leonardo da Vinci. 

If true, it is only the third picture of da Vinci known to have been made during his lifetime. The en-
graving is displayed in the Cleveland Museum of Art, in the state of Ohio.

The music professor says that most pictures of Orpheus show him as a young man without a 
beard. Yet the man in the engraving is elderly. 

He has long hair and a beard. The professor says that the man playing the instrument looks very 
similar to the two da Vinci portraits. What’s more, it’s known that da Vinci  played the lira da braccio.

Hellboy dinosaur
Palaeontologists, or researchers who study fossils, in Canada have confirmed the discovery of a new 

dinosaur. Its skull was dug out of rocks that are around 70 million years old. The creature’s head was un-
usual. The researchers say that it must have looked similar to a well-known dinosaur called Triceratops.

The researchers have called the new dinosaur Regaliceratops peterhewsi. 
They named it after the man who first saw the fossil and reported it to the museum. The word 

‘regal’ is included because of the creature’s crown-like frill. People who work at the museum have 
nicknamed the new dinosaur ‘Hellboy’. This is because the small horns above its eyes remind them 
of a comic book character called Hellboy.

26–31.

The Glastonbury festival of contemporary arts
Glastonbury, in Somerset, is the unusual venue for the largest open-air music and performing 

arts festival in the world. Spread over a huge site, the festival offers a wide variety of performing 
arenas and camping facilities for the estimated 150,000 visitors. Lasting three days, the festival 
is an expression of youth culture in all its diversity, with entertainment to suit all tastes, from pop, 
dance, jazz and folk music, fringe theatre, circus acts, poetry and fine arts.

The festival first opened at Worthy Farm the day after rock star Jimi Hendrix died in 1970. The 
event was attended by 1,500 people, who were given free milk from the farm when they bought a 
ticket. Over the years, the festival has grown, reaching an attendance of 70,000 spectators at its 
20th anniversary. However, that festival was spoiled by looters who were caught stealing as visitors 
were leaving. Police arrived and after 235 arrests and £50,000 worth of damage to property, the 
festival was cancelled the following year. Today, tickets sell out within 24 hours. 
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32–38.

32 1. breath 2. breathingly 3. thrilling 4. breathtakingly 

33 1. for 2. with 3. about 4. at 

34 1. put 2. give 3. bring 4. take 

35 1. frequent 2. repeated 3. often 4. sometimes 

36 1. on 2. in 3. to 4. off 

37 1. voyages 2. tours 3. journeys 4. walks 

38 1. can 2. could 3. will 4. be able 

39.

Tver
Russia

08/10/15
Dear Jack,
Thanks a million for your lovely letter. Sorry, I haven’t written to you for a long time, it has been hectic 

here. Please, don’t be angry with me!
In your letter you ask some questions. In my county, it is unusual for people to move from big cities to 

villages, as in a big city you have many opportunities of building a successful career.
As for me, I like living in a city, as life here is much more interesting and active than it can be in the country. 
My parents also support the idea of living in a city, they think here I can get a well-rounded education, 

which is very significant nowadays.
By the way, do you need any special equipment for your new hobby? Are you training with a coach? 

Are you planning to take part in a horse-riding competition?
I’m looking forward to your reply.
Best wishes,
Andrew

40.

Nowadays many people think that all important decisions should be discussed with the members of their 
families. Others argue that everyone can reach a decision themselves, without consulting other people. As 
for me, I believe we should not underestimate the opinions of other people.

To start with, you should remember that our relatives, especially the elder ones are much more experi-
enced than you are. Sometimes, the opinions of old people are so useful that they play a very important role 
and help young people to make a right decision. Apart from just giving you wise advice, they are always 
ready to help you in a difficult situation.

Suggested Answer:

Suggested Answer:
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Task 1.

ВАЖНО!
Повторите правила чтения и ГЛАВНОЕ, как читаются слова при помощи ТРАНСКРИЦИИ!!!

What is more, a family circle consists of relatives who can provide you with support. You can be sure they 
will never betray you because they are your family and it means they will stand up for you until the very end.

However, some people do not like talking about their personal affairs, even with their relatives. They 
think they must be independent and come to all important decisions on their own. 

I disagree with this point of view, hush decisions can lead to common mistakes that can be avoided.
All things considered, I think a person may benefit from the opinions of experienced people. In addition, 

sometimes your success is based on your ability to hear advice that you are given.

Task 2.

Enthusiastic animal lovers have often been described as passionate about their 
animals.

Derrick joins us today to tell us about his cat ranch and his love for these beautiful but 
dangerous creatures. So Derrick, why cats?

I’ve loved cats since I was a child. They are very complex and intelligent animals. 
At the moment I have 15 wild cats that are free to roam on my ranch, except when we 
have visitors or on days when we have shows.

When I first became interested in working with wild cats, I got a job as a back-up 
trainer at a wild cat show. Here I supported the trainer by dealing with all distractions. 
My job was to deal with the crowd, props and any problem that might occur, everything 
but the cats.

It was here that I learned that nothing should interfere with the communication 
between the trainer and his cats. The trainer must be focused solely on the cats.

Suggested Answer:

1. Can I buy Christmas presents at your shop?/ Are there any Christmas presents?
2. What is the average price?/ How much does it cost?
3. Are there any special offers?
4. What are the opening hours?
5. What is the most popular present at your shop?

Обратите внимание на выделенные слова, проверьте их чтение, наиболее трудные слова 
запишите в свой словарик трудных слов.
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TAPESCRIPT

Speaker A  Obesity is a relatively modern epidemic which demands different approaches and there are 
many companies which have realized that profits can be gained by catering for overweight 
people. Pharmaceutical companies have raced to develop products to help weight loss 
while bariatric surgery, which reduces or bypasses the stomach, has developed rapidly 
as a medical way of helping people lose fat. In the UK, hospitals have imported supersize 
operating tables from the US. Special hoists, stretchers and ambulances have been 
bought to ferry the largest patients to hospital.

Speaker B  Doctors are warning of an obesity time bomb when children who are already overweight 
grow up. The percentage of overweight children in western society has increased by 
almost 20% in the last ten years due to a number of reasons. Firstly, number of children 
eating unhealthy food is on the rise, and number of increasing fast food restaurants are 
responsible for that. Secondly, some advertisements encourage children to eat unhealthy 
diet. Lastly, children do not give time to outdoor activities because they spend more time 
watching television or playing games on computers at home, which led to sedentary 
lifestyle.

Speaker C  Overweight children are more likely to suffer from chronic diseases like high 
blood pressure and diabetes, during their late age of life. These conditions are life 
threatening. In addition, these children can be tortured at school by peers, which can 
have effects on their mental health like stress, anxiety and insomnia. These problems, 
in turn, often result in lower productivity at school. Futhermore, they are less likely to 
be selected for school sports teams because the selection team might be concerned 
about their fitness.

Speaker D  The cheerful Mr Pickwick, the hero of the novel by Charles Dickens, is seen in illustrations 
as someone who is plump – and happy. In 18th century paintings beauty is equated 
with rounded bodies and soft curves. Obesity has been a growing health problem 
since infectious diseases and nutrient deficiencies began to fade in the first half of the 20th 
century. Nowadays being overweight is seen as indicating neither a cheerful character 
nor beauty but an increased risk of heart disease, stroke and diabetes.

Speaker E  Physical activity is the key for reducing the risks of obesity, cancer and heart disease. 
And it is even reported that being inactive is as serious a risk factor in heart disease 
as smoking. So, should we crowd gyms increase exercise? There’s new scientific 
evidence that too much exercise may actually be bad for you. Scientists have found that 

Говорящий A B C D E F
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unaccustomed aerobic exercise releases dangerous free radicals that can adversely 
affect normal function in unfit people. The only people who should push their bodies to 
that level of exercise on a regular basis are trained athletes.

Speaker F  Luckily for those who find treadmills tedious, it is believed that physical activity that 
fits into people’s lives may be more effective than working out in a gym. Scientists 
suggest taking the stairs rather than the lift, walking up escalators, playing active 
games with your children, dancing or gardening. After all, getting off the bus a stop 
early and walking the rest of the way can’t do any harm! One final thought. How 
come past generations lacked gym facilities but were leaner and fitter than people 
today?

2.

Nick:  How did you find the film?
Janet:  I don’t know… I mean I am fond of action movies, but I’m not so sure about this one.
Nick:  Well, it certainly wasn’t boring. It was so action-packed. 
Janet:  The last part was awesome. The last scene with the vicious maze that changes every sin-

gle night and is filled with monsters to boot is breathtaking.
Nick:  Yeah, you felt as if you were right there – as if you were one of the boys dedicated to get-

ting out of it.
Janet:  You know that scene at the end was stunning. Surely there’s something beyond those 

walls, and obviously someone has put them there, but who and why?
Nick:  Mmm. Apart from that bit, I didn’t find it at all believable at first. The film opens as he ar-

rives at the sunny and green Glade, via a screeching freight elevator. 
Janet:  No, I didn’t like the first part much. It wasn’t until about three quarters of the way through the 

film that anything actually happened. In fact I nearly fell asleep once near the beginning.
Nick:  Yes, I noticed. But I disagree. And the first scene with blazing sunlight and a baffling crowd 

of boys. I couldn’t make out what was going on. “What’s that? Who’s there? Where are 
we? What’s that? No, really, what’s that?” – but at least they’re compelling queries that 
the audience wants the answers to as well.

Janet:  I suppose they wanted to make the story true. But to me people all seemed the same, and 
to be honest, I had no pity for them, I didn’t care what happened to them. 

Nick:  And I kept thinking, you know, all these people are going to die, but I did feel sorry for them. 
Janet:  Probably I didn’t enjoy it, at least not as much as the book.  It was adapted from Dashner’s 

book of the same name. 
Nick:  Well, I heard Dashner’s series spans three books, and the film is beholden to serve both 

long-running fans and to attract new ones, which means one thing: it has to hint at what’s 
to come. 

Janet:  Right… Well, it’s not raining yet, but we’d better go now, all the same.

Утверждение A B C D E F G
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3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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TAPESCRIPT

Reporter:  Mmm. A quick sip of my coffee to get me in the mood for today’s programme. The 
bubbling kettle, the aroma from the mug, the first bitter mouthful of the morning. It’s a 
ritual without which the working day would be, for millions of people, frankly horrifying.

Speaker:  Ah, you seem to be enjoying that cup of coffee…
Reporter:  Yes, indeed. I like all styles of coffee – that’s coffee made in different ways – you could 

say I’m a coffee addict. And our guest today is Lynn Goldman, dean of the George 
Washington University School of Public Health and Health Services.

Speaker:  Hello. And if you have a strong need to keep drinking coffee, then we could say you have 
an addiction!

Reporter:  And that’s what we’re talking about today – coffee addiction – and we’ll be talking about 
the dangers of drinking too much.

Speaker:  Right. Caffeine is the planet’s most popular “psychoactive drug”. In the United States 
alone, more than 90% of adults are estimated to use it every day. But now even the US – 
home of Coca-Cola, Starbucks and the 5-Hour Energy shot – is questioning the wisdom 
of adding it to everyday foodstuffs like waffles, sunflower seeds, trail mix and jelly beans. 
Caffeine is found even in chewing gum.

Reporter:  Well, for me, it’s the caffeine that keeps me awake. It stimulates my brain. I don’t see any 
problem here.

Speaker:  Well, many people just aren’t aware of how much caffeine they are taking. As a result 
they could unwittingly create problems for themselves with insomnia, indigestion, or their 
blood pressure. It’s especially worrying for parents, who can find it hard to regulate their 
children’s intake.

Reporter:  I hear the agency is also looking at highly-caffeinated energy drinks, and said it was 
concerned about the “cumulative impact” of adding stimulants to products.

Speaker:  Right. The number of people seeking emergency treatment after ingesting energy drinks 
doubled to more than 20,000 in 2011. However, the energy drink industry says its products 
are safe and insists there is no proof of a link with any harmful reactions. There have been 
documented cases of fatal overdoses caused by “caffeine toxicity”, though these are very 
rare. Scientists at Johns Hopkins University, studying its addictive properties, found that 
withdrawal symptoms included tiredness, headaches, difficulty concentrating, muscle 
pain and nausea. But there is far from any kind of scientific consensus that caffeine use is 
harmful.

Reporter:  Are there any benefits of drinking coffee?
Speaker:  On the plus side, coffee is known to be packed full of antioxidants, which stop other 

molecules oxidising and producing free radicals. Women who drink two or more cups of 
coffee a day are less likely to get depressed, other research suggests. For most caffeine 
consumers, its chief benefit is that, by stimulating alertness, it helps you get more done. 
In moderation, caffeine may have some positive effects. Research suggests it could be 

3–9.
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associated with a reduced risk of cancer. A recent study linked drinking coffee and tea with 
a lower risk of type two diabetes.

Reporter:  A recent study by the Harvard School of Public Health suggested that “coffee drinking 
doesn’t have any serious detrimental health effects” and we think that, when used in 
moderation, caffeine doesn’t pose a risk. So what is the moderate amount of daily coffee?

Speaker:  Drinking up to six cups a day is “not associated with increased risk of death from any cause”.
Reporter:  Many of history’s creative minds have also been associated with some truly epic feats of 

caffeine consumption.
Speaker:  According to one biographer, the French novelist and playwright Balzac drank as many 

as 50 cups of coffee a day. “Were it not for coffee one could not write, which is to say one 
could not live,” he once insisted. For seven years, the film-maker David Lynch ate at the 
same Los Angeles diner every day, drinking up to seven sweetened cups of coffee “with 
lots of sugar” in one sitting, which he said would guarantee that “lots of ideas” arrived. 
Ludwig van Beethoven was said to have painstakingly counted out exactly 60 coffee beans 
per cup when he brewed coffee.

Reporter:  I haven’t asked you if you drink coffee. So do you?
Speaker:  I do, yes, but only in moderation. I love the taste and the smell especially but it’s the 

caffeine in the drink that can give me headaches.

10.
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19–25.

Aiming high
“I can hardly remember a time when I didn’t play basketball,” said Stacey James. “When I was a 

very young kid, I was always outside with my brothers and pals shooting baskets into a metal rim 
that Dad had rigged up. By the time we started playing at school, I fancied myself as a bit of an ex-
pert, but I was in for a rude awakening. I couldn’t do anything right. If it hadn’t been for the coach, 
I’d probably have given up at that point. Her faith in me restored my self-confidence. She always 
made us work very hard - practising all those blocking shots and rebounds drove us crazy  — but 
she devoted hours of her free time to the team. It says a lot for her that none of us resented the 
tremendous demands she made of us. She convinced us they would pay off, and they did.”

The news in pictures
The filming and photography in news programmes is very important in bringing the stories to life 

and making us realise how events affect people. But the traditional techniques of filming are slowly 
changing and not everyone is happy with this.

Viewers have recently complained that camerawork on news programmes, while very artistic and 
clever, is more suited to feature films and documentaries. Apparently many of us are distracted by 
clever camerawork and our attention is taken away from the real focus, which is the story.

Several techniques have been criticised. One of these is the ‘circling camera’. This is when the 
cameraman goes round the person who is talking so that at one point we see the back of his head. 
Another technique is when the camera is not held steadily and shakes. It gives the impression of 
slight panic and is often used in films today.

26–31.

 Safe Backpacking
Today, there is a wide variety of holidays available for all tastes and pockets, offering the tourist 
everything from action-packed excitement to peace and quiet. Once considered somewhat uncon-
ventional as a choice of holiday, backpacking has grown dramatically in popularity in recent years, 
especially among budget-conscious travellers who are looking for a more economical way of seeing 
the world.

However, backpacking can be hazardous to your health if you don’t take care. First of all, if you 
have a choice, take a bag with wide shoulder straps. Also, packing your bag carelessly can lead to 
injuries to your neck and spine. So you should lighten the load by putting bigger items close to your 
back. Most backpackers agree that it is one of Murphy’s laws that a backpack invariably grows 
heavier as the day progresses. Aim for no more than 30 percent of your body weight; less is always 
better. Even experienced backpackers rarely carry more than 50 percent of their body weight.
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32–38.

32 1. possessions 2. riches 3. effects 4. goods 

33 1. protect 2. earn 3. save 4. preserve 

34 1. dimension 2. length 3. size 4. measure 

35 1. up 2. down 3. in 4. at 

36 1. wheels 2. discs 3. rings 4. circles 

37 1. clean 2. clear 3. scrub 4. purify 

38 1. avoid 2. miss 3. escape 4. regret 

39.

Tver
Russia

08/10/15
Dear Mary, 
Thank you for your letter. Sorry, I haven’t written for ages.
I’m very pleased that you are going to visit Moscow in September. In Russia it isn’t very cold in autumn, 

so you needn’t bring any warm clothes with you.  As it can be rainy, it’s a good idea to have a raincoat and 
an umbrella with you.

As for the food, your mum will find easily not only the fruit which she likes, but also lots of different veg-
etarian restaurants in this country. 

In a week you can visit a lot of unique places of interest. From my point of view, visiting the Kremlin and 
Red Square, which are the main landmarks of our country, is a real must. Hope my advice will help you.

By the way, what is your favourite food? Did you like the borsch you cooked? What New Zealand national 
dishes can you recommend me?

I’m looking forward to hearing from you.
Yours,
Sergey 

40.

It goes without saying that a teacher plays a vital role in the educational process. Some people think that 
teachers should be strict and exacting in order to make this process more effective, while others argue that 
it’s better to be prepossessing to spark the interest in the subject. As for me, I think a teacher should instill 
respect and a bit of fear to the students.

To begin with, it can’t be denied that discipline in the class has always been part and parcel of teaching. 
It allows students to concentrate on their work and pay attention to the teacher, without getting sidetracked 
by secondary matters.

Suggested Answer:

Suggested Answer:
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Apart from this, students are bound to have a responsible attitude towards their homework. Not only will 
they just do it, but they also make efforts to do it properly for fear of being punished.

On the other hand, some people claim that excessive severity can have a negative impact on student’s 
mind, leading to anxiety and stress.

I disagree with this opinion, if a student does his best, there will be no need for him to worry.
To sum up, it’s a good idea for a teacher to be both exacting and prepossessing, but there is certainly 

no room for back-slapping in the relationship between a student and a teacher.

Task 1.

ВАЖНО!
Повторите правила чтения и ГЛАВНОЕ, как читаются слова при помощи ТРАНСКРИЦИИ!!!

Task 2.

Students are given interesting and often unusual problems to solve. What 
distinguishes it from the usual problem solving is that students are encouraged to break 
down a complex problem into smaller parts so they can understand it better. 

Rather than providing instructions, teachers encourage students to find their own 
solutions through experimentation.

Students work in groups; teamwork is an important part of the learning process. 
It allows students to share ideas and find creative solutions to problems. By working 
together, students are encouraged to find answers for themselves. Teachers simply 
oversee and encourage the students without interfering. Mistakes and failures are part 
of the process.

Students are becoming enthusiastic about science and discovery through the 
programme. This programme covers a variety of topics that encourage them to work 
together to solve problems.

What kid doesn’t love to be creative and see their ideas become part of a solution? For 
them, it’s very satisfying and pushes them to discover more.

Suggested Answer:

1. When do you need the helpers?
2. What do the helpers have to do?
3. Is any experience needed? 
4. Can I work part time?/ Can I have a part time job?
5. How can I get to the Zoo?

Обратите внимание на выделенные слова, проверьте их чтение, наиболее трудные слова 
запишите в свой словарик трудных слов.
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TAPESCRIPT	

Speaker A  Social media connects us meaningfully to other people. Human happiness is very strongly 
influenced by our social ties. We need our family and friends. Social networks have provid-
ed us with the opportunity to connect with people and build better relationships with friends 
with whom we are unable to meet personally, and let them know about our life and take input 
about their lives and events happening with them. People are more and more mobile, moving 
for jobs, living far from their families, so technology that helps bridge the social gap created 
by the modern economy is useful. 

Speaker B  Just like with the Internet at large, social media makes it so that anyone can contribute their 
voice to public debate. And anyone can have their voice amplified by social media networks. 
This multiplicity of voices has the potential to deepen our understanding of the issues of the 
day. No longer are outsider voices silenced. No longer are the elite the only ones who get a 
say in creating a dialogue about the most important ideas. However, social media and the 
Internet at large open us up to criticism from anonymous trolls. On the flip-side, mistakes we 
make on social media might cause us to be publicly shamed.

Speaker C  Social media and other communication technologies have made it so that work can be done 
anywhere in the world. There are many examples of companies based in India and China that, 
by providing labor from typists and call center operators to accountants and computer pro-
grammers, have become integral parts of complex global supply chains.  Social media is a 
channel that allows companies to communicate with consumers in a more personalized way. 
Because it is a two-way communication channel, consumers can learn about a company’s 
products or services, and at the same time companies can learn about a consumer’s prefer-
ences and needs. 

Speaker D  Social media can be so enjoyable that you may want to have more of them. A lot of people 
look at their mobile when they wake up. It turns out that logging into Facebook can provide 
our brains with an influx of joy. Luckily, for most of us, our relationship with social media en-
larges our lives, but for some it can be a problem. Researchers found that if individuals ‘psy-
chological needs were deprived,’ a fear of missing out also provided the temptation of writing 
and checking text messages and e-mails while driving.

Speaker E  Social networking is damaging school work say teachers. Students are rushing their home-
work and doing it badly so they could chat online. Another problem is that children’s hand-
writing is not as good as it should be because they are more used to keyboards and touch 
pads than pen and paper not to mention suffering spelling. It’s this obsession which has a 
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direct impact on the future of our children – affecting their grades because they fail to com-
plete their homework on time or to the standard required, and being unable to concentrate in 
class.

Speaker F  Other than forming relationships with people, one of the biggest advantages of social net-
working is learning. There are many things that we would otherwise not even know existed if 
we didn’t network with others. There’s so much to learn that can help make our lives easier 
or better. When we network we end up being warned about things that could hurt us and also 
discovering helpful tips. As good networkers, we should always freely share information that 
we find useful. By communicating our experiences with each other we can go so much fur-
ther in our knowledge base.

2.

Brian:  Coming for a Friday coffee, Ella?
Ella:  I’ve got a softball match.
Brian:  Softball? What’s that? A kind of baseball?
Ella:  It’s like baseball, but the ball is bigger. But, if you can play softball, then you can also play 

baseball. 
Brian:  Do you take part in a competition?
Ella:  No, it’s just for fun. It’s... it’s not very competitive, when you just play with your friends, so, 

you’re just playing for fun. Almost all my friends, that are girls, play sports in high school. 
Almost everyone knows, how to play baseball or soccer or basketball, many sports. What 
are your favourite sports?

Brian:  My favorite sports are soccer, baseball and surfing.
Ella:  You must be joking! Surfing  here in Washington?
Brian:  No, only when I come back to California. There are no opportunities  here.
Ella:  Are you good at surfing?
Brian:  Er... I’m all right. I’m not that good, because I don’t get the surf that much, but it’s one of 

the most exciting sports, that you can ever imagine. It’s so fun.
Ella:  How long have you been surfing? I mean, was it an early start?
Brian:  I first started surfing, when I was in fifth grade, so, I was about eleven or twelve years old, 

and my board was six feet tall, and I was probably four feet tall, so, it was a lot bigger 
than me. And the first time I got out in the waves, it was kind of scary, because the waves 
were... they weren’t really, really big, but since I was so little, they seemed really big to me. 
And the first time I cut a wave, I fell in love with surfing. I thought, it was the best thing in 
the world. I wanted to go surfing every day.

Ella:  I started playing softball when I was in kindergarten, so, I was probably six years old. When 
you’re six years old, you play on little teams, and you play soccer, and softball. So, they’re 
trying to teach you the rules of the game early, and they want you to enjoy it. There are not 

Утверждение A B C D E F G
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many strict rules, as there are, when you’re older. So, it’s more just for fun, but we do start 
playing at the very early age. It’s popular, because, when you played baseball in kindergar-
ten, they put the ball on a... on a stick, and you hit the ball off a stick. So, it’s easier for little 
kids to play, and that’s how they learn the rules. Well, in Washington we have baseball and 
softball. You know, guys or men will play baseball, and girls will play softball. 

Brian:  Do you go in for sports regularly?
Ella:  Well, at college I don’t have much time to play sports, but I usually try and go running 

every week for, may be, three or four hours. And on the weekends sometimes we’ll play 
soccer for, may be, two hours.

Brian:  In high school the most popular sport is definitely American football, because every week 
at my high school we would have a football game against a rival high school, and almost 
every student from high school would be there, parents would come, community mem-
bers would come, it was a very, very big event.

Ella:  Do you like American football?
Brian:  I don’t really like American football that much, but it is fun to go to games. How about go-

ing to this week’s match?
Ella:  Sure, I’d love to.

TAPESCRIPT

Reporter:  Hello, our guest in the studio today is Vicky Gough, a supporter of the “Learn 1,000 words in 
a new language” campaign launched by the British Council. What exactly is the aim of this 
campaign?

Speaker:  Hello, Bob. The new campaign urges everyone in the UK should learn at least 1,000 words 
of another language. The 1,000 Words Campaign stems from concerns that the country is 
losing out on international trade and jobs because of poor language skills. It aims to confront 
the view that only the brightest can learn a language. For too long people from the UK have 
suffered from a reputation that we are lazy linguists. Speaking another language is crucial 
to understanding another culture.

Reporter:  Not being able to speak a foreign language is a bit of a British trait – we’re not very good 
at it although there are some exceptions.

Speaker:  I think, in the past, the education system was also to blame. Learning a foreign language 
was not compulsory, when I went to school, we didn’t have to study languages to exam 
level – so I took the easy option and studied Photography instead of French. But of course I 
regret it now. And then one day I discovered the Chinese language and thought that was 
fascinating, and it’s a key to the whole new culture. I do hope the campaign will encourage 
language learning.

Reporter:  But is 1000 words enough to claim that we speak the language?
Speaker:  The group say a vocabulary of 1,000 words would allow a speaker to hold a simple 

conversation. The challenge is part of Speak to the Future, a wider campaign backed by 

3–9.
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organisations including the British Council, a range of embassies and language teaching 
bodies. This year’s A-level results showed a continued fall in those taking French and 
German. So let’s overturn our poor record in language learning and show that we are ready 
to engage with a multilingual world.

Reporter:  That sounds like a good idea. Are your expectations high?
Speaker:  The idea that everyone can learn the basics of another language is both realistic and 

attainable. We are not expecting instant fluency. Yet if everyone were capable of at least 
1,000 words in a new language, social attitudes and economic prospects would be 
significantly enhanced – young people would be better prepared for the challenges of 
globalisation and our cultural and intellectual levels would be raised.

Reporter:  And who is your campaign aimed at?
Speaker:  A worrying divide is opening up. However because the campaign is for pupils who achieve 

good grades, there is evidence that some schools are focusing their language teaching on 
more able students, whereas businesses need people with language skills at all levels of 
the workforce. Top managers often have language skills but in fact staff whose jobs involve 
chasing invoices or buying stock abroad also need to speak another language. I urge 
everyone in a position of influence to join the campaign and help us achieve this aim.

Reporter:  How can a person benefit from your campaign?
Speaker:  I think knowledge of a foreign language firstly gives you self-satisfaction and self-esteem if 

you can speak another language when you are travelling. I think it also gives you an edge in 
a lot of different areas in the workplace.

Reporter:  But Vicky, I have a dilemma. There are so many languages in the world. Which one should I 
learn first?

Speaker:  Maybe you could start with the UK’s second most spoken language? That is Polish, Polski. 
The census also found over 104 different languages are spoken in the UK.

Reporter:  However, some languages can be more difficult to learn. Is that true?
Speaker:  The Foreign Service Institute has created a list to show the approximate time you need to 

learn a specific language as an English speaker. After this particular study time you will 
reach Professional Proficiency in Speaking and Reading. Please keep in mind that this 
ranking only shows the view of the Foreign Service Institute  and some language students or 
experts may disagree with the ranking. Polish is in a high difficult category, but don’t let this 
stop you from learning it. Even if it is ranked as difficult, it does not mean that it is impossible 
to learn and maybe it is not hard for you at all.

Reporter:  Ok well, that’s it for the programme. Join us next week.

10.

Ответ
A B C D E F G

4 6 2 1 8 5 7

Ответ
A B C D E F

1 7 4 5 2 6

11.
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12–18.

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

3 4 3 2 2 1 1

19–25.

James Naismith invented basketball in 1891. Naismith was a Canadian, but lived in the United States. 
He was a teacher at Springfield Training School in the state of Massachusetts. He taught sports and 
found there were no interesting games to play indoors in the winter months. So he thought of a game. 
Naismith’s students played the first game of basketball in the Springfield gym in 1891. There were nine 
men on each team. They used a soccer ball. They put peach baskets on the gym wall. The goal or purpose 
of the game was to throw the ball in the basket. That is why he called the game basketball. A man with 
a ladder went to the basket. He climbed the ladder and took the ball out of the basket. Luckily, only one 
man got the ball into the basket in the first game. Basketball is a very fast game.

The Statue of Liberty
One of the most famous statues in the world stands on an island in New York Harbor. This statue 

is, of course, the Statue of Liberty. The Statue of Liberty is a woman who holds a torch up high. She 
symbolizes a welcome to a land of freedom. Visitors can go inside the statue. The statue is so large 
that as many as twelve people can stand inside the torch.

Many more people can stand in other parts of the statue. The statue weighs 225 tons and is 301 
feet tall.

The Statue of Liberty was put up in 1886. It was a gift to the United States from the people of 
France. Over the years France and the United States had a special relationship. In 1776 France 
helped the American colonies gain independence from England. The French wanted to do something 
special for the U.S. centennial, its 100th birthday.

Across the Grand Canyon
Jack Smith, the legendary motorcyclist, and his son Robbie both dreamed of jumping across the 
Grand Canyon on motorbikes. In 1972, Jack Smith asked for permission to try the jump and was 
bitterly disappointed when officers of the National Park Service refused to give it.

Twenty five years later his son Robbie was much luckier. He was allowed to make the attempt 
at the narrowest point of the canyon, 250 km east of Las Vegas. Driving at a speed of 140 kph, he 
easily cleared the 70 metre leap. Hundreds of cheering people and a display of fireworks greeted 
him as he landed with a crash.

26–31.
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The depth of the canyon at that point is 765 metres, so if the jump had failed, it is doubtful wheth-
er Robbie would have survived. Perhaps that was the reason he seemed quite unconcerned about 
the minor injuries he suffered.

32–38.

32 1. out 2. forward 3. around 4. up

33 1. available 2. present 3. current 4. local

34 1. play 2. motion 3. swing 4. action

35 1. considered 2. believed 3. thought 4. regarded

36 1. opinion 2. view 3. mind 4. idea

37 1. builds 2. increases 3. speeds 4. holds

38 1. stress 2. tension 3. anxiety 4. worry

39.

Tver
Russia

08/10/15
Dear Henry,
Thanks a lot for your lovely letter. I was very glad to hear from you. Sorry, I haven’t written for ages.
You have some questions about exams. You are right, I’m studying hard to succeed in passing my school 

exams. As for the subjects, Russian school-leavers have a wide choice and it is really difficult to make up 
your mind which subjects to choose. 

As for me, I’m planning to take exams in History, Social Studies and English. It seems to me the most 
difficult exam will be my History exam, it’s impossible for me to remember all those historical dates and 
events. However, I hope my exam in Social Studies will be quite easy, as I’m an expert on social sciences.

I am glad to hear about Angela! In what film will she act? Will it be a leading role? What character is she 
going to play?

Keep in touch.
Yours,
Dmitry

40.

These days tattoos and piercings are very popular among young people. Do you want to look more at-
tractive and stand out among others? In their opinion, you just need to make a tattoo or piercing. Person-
ally, I do not agree with this statement.

Suggested Answer:

Suggested Answer:
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To start with, it is very harmful to your health. You can get an infection or have allergic reactions during 
the process of making a tattoo or piercing. Moreover, there is a risk of scar formation.

Also, it can be very difficult to get a job for young people who have a tattoo or piercing because em-
ployers usually distrust such people, especially if their tattoos represent religious symbols.

Nevertheless, some people have the other point of view. They believe that tattoos and piercings not 
only make people look more beautiful but also help them express themselves. For many of us it can be 
difficult to show our individuality but having a symbolic tattoo or piercing can help us.

I strongly disagree with this opinion. Tattoos and piercings do not show your individuality. There are 
many other ways to express yourself, for example, your hair or dress style. To my mind, if a person be-
lieves that a piercing or tattoo shows his individuality, he is wrong.

To sum up, I firmly believe, tattoos and piercings do not make young people more attractive or really 
help teenagers express themselves. Instead, they make a lot of health and life problems.

Task 1.

ВАЖНО!
Повторите правила чтения и ГЛАВНОЕ, как читаются слова при помощи ТРАНСКРИЦИИ!!!

Task 2.

Welcome to the Black Country Living Museum. 
The idea of the museum was developed in the 1950s by members of the community. It 

is an open-air museum that recreates the English town of Dudley in the 1830s, when it 
became one of the first industrial landscapes in the world.

As a living museum, Black Country allows people to walk through the streets and 
be fully immersed in history. Visitors can enter vintage shops and homes while also 
interacting with staff dressed in traditional costumes. It’s a truly authentic 19th 
century experience.

At the heart of the museum lies Canal Street where visitors can learn first-hand 
what it was like to live, work and shop in the 19th century. Here you can explore an 
ironmonger’s, anchor maker’s shop, bakery and even a cinema that shows silent films.

There are around 80,000 items in our collection, from books and photographs to cars.

Suggested Answer:
1. Can I book a table for six people?
2. What is the website for the café?
3. Can I book the table online?
4. Are there any discounts for students?
5. What is the address?/What is the address of your café?

Обратите внимание на выделенные слова, проверьте их чтение, наиболее трудные слова 
запишите в свой словарик трудных слов.
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TAPESCRIPT

Speaker A  The global economic downturn led levels of work-related stress to soar. Not only those left 
jobless seem to panic, those who kept jobs during the recession are affected as much. Work 
stress had been increasing steadily since the 1990s, but it had especially increased in the last 
recession. Work stress levels rose by more than 4 percent. It’s likely to continue this way because 
of determinants of work stress: changes in working conditions and the government spending.

Speaker B  The younger worker seemed to be more at risk of stress, the findings are the same 
regardless of the status of the worker. Public sector is the most affected by stress as a 
significant increase in work hours has been reported. Job insecurity and unemployment 
rates tend to go hand in hand – whenever one of these factors rises, the other one jumps 
up as well. And since there are more women in the public sector workforce than men, 
that’s why we expect to see this effect hitting women workers particularly.

Speaker C  Severe stress could trigger depression, anxiety, workplace injuries and lead to a greater 
risk of heart disease. The stressed have less time to exercise and eat well. Lifestyle, the 
researchers concluded, is nonetheless a key factor in the development of the disease. 
But the team are now confident they understand the biological mechanisms that link 
stress and disease, a connection widely held to exist but which has been difficult to prove. 
Stress appeared to upset the part of the nervous system which controls the heart, telling it 
how to work and controlling the variability of the heart rate.

Speaker D  A number of management standards on tackling work stress have recently been introduced. 
These standards suggest surveying employees regularly to keep on track of any potential 
problems of work-related anxiety or depression in the work force. They also propose 
different action plans to actively reduce stress in a company. Now employers take the 
well being of staff very seriously. As the recent survey showed, many companies have 
strategies in place to address issues, such as workplace stress, and recognize the benefits 
of doing this for both the business and employees alike.

Speaker E  Employees, employers, as well as the government, have to deal with the work stress issue 
together. The trouble is, there are economic consequences of work stress. The eventual costs 
for individuals and for wider society are usually much greater than the cost employers have to 
bear. These health consequences could be huge – encompassing the costs of treatment for 
mental well-being and other conditions, as well as lost productivity due to illnesses. There was 
also an effect on how people saw themselves when they were out of work. They feel that they 
have less value because they’re not a productive member of society.

Говорящий A B C D E F

Утверждение 1 2 3 4 5 6

1.

Test 5
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Speaker F  There is a strong link between poor leadership and the risk of serious heart disease. Unfair 
bosses can drive up their employees’ blood pressure, and persistent high blood pressure 
can increase heart disease risk. The researchers said that if a direct cause and effect 
was confirmed, then managers’ behaviour should be targeted in a bid to stave off serious 
heart disease among less senior employees. They said managers should give employees 
clear work objectives and sufficient power in relation to their responsibilities.

2.

Emily:  I hear you have entered the university, haven’t you?
Bruce:  Yes, Moscow state university, why?
Emily:  So you’re moving to Moscow and starting a new life. 
Bruce:  Right. I’ve already visited the university campus, and have seen the hostel I’m going to live 

in.
Emily:  Why don’t you rent a flat? There is a lot of accommodation in Moscow from budget to lux-

ury?
Bruce:  Dear Emily, I’m neither too old nor too rich to overpay for a good service and soft bed. So, 

what I need is a bedroom with a bathroom in the campus hostel. 
Emily:  Will you live alone in the room?
Bruce:  No, there’re two beds. But I haven’t seen my roommate yet.
Emily:  There should be wi-fi and some basic amenities: sleepers, satellite TV, some household   

appliances. Will you have anything like that?
Bruce:  Wait. You must be daydreaming. My room seems a bit bare. But I don’t like too much fur-

niture. The more furniture, the less space.
Emily:  Then put a carpet on the floor to make it cosy. Is there a kitchen? 
Bruce:  Yes, there is also a self-service restaurant and cafeterias scattered around the campus.
Emily:  Personally, I like eating out and I prefer going to different restaurants. But  I like restau-

rants, where waiters serve their customers. 
Bruce:  I don’t think I’ll have much money to spend on eating out. I will cook myself or with my 

roommate.
Emily:  If you wish you could cook supper in turns.
Bruce:  That’s a brilliant idea, thank you.

Утверждение A B C D E F G

Соответствие	диалогу 2 3 1 3 1 2 1

3–9.

TAPESCRIPT

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 3 3 1 2 3 1

TAPESCRIPT
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TAPESCRIPT

Reporter:  Hello, I’m Bob Murrey. I’m joined today by Karen Gask, senior research officer at the Of-
fice for National Statistics

Speaker:  Hello, Bob
Reporter:  Today we’re talking about a subject that many of us have experienced – it’s living at 

home, particularly when we’re grown up and in our twenties. What age were you, Karen, 
when you left home?

Speaker:  I was 18 and I had just finished school, I was really, really excited to see the world! So I left 
home quite young and never looked back.

Reporter:  Of course not everyone leaves home when they’re that young and we’ll be discussing the 
reasons why – and discovering why more young people in the UK are staying at the “hotel 
of mum and dad”.

Speaker:  The Office for National Statistics  said more than 3.3 million adults between the ages 
of 20 and 34 were living with parents in 2013, 26% of that age group. The number has 
increased by a quarter, or 669,000 people, since 1996. This is despite the fact that the 
number of 20 to 34-year-olds in the UK remains almost the same. In 1996, the earliest 
year for which comparable statistics are available, there were 2.7 million 20 to 34-year-
olds living in the family home - 21% of the age group at that time.

Reporter:  Residing with parents is not that unusual in some countries. Economic conditions, 
culture or family traditions mean that some young people stay at home until they get 
hitched. Even then it may be too expensive to rent or buy a house and the married cou-
ple continues to live at one of their parents’ homes. But living conditions can be a bit 
cramped.

Speaker:  But in the UK it has been more common to leave home at a fairly young age and get your 
own place to live – maybe sharing with other people- like a flatshare. The ONS also found 
young men were more likely to live at home than women. One in three men live with their 
parents, compared with one in five women. London has the lowest rate of 20 to 34-year-
olds living with their parents, with the figure at 22%.

Reporter:   Still what reasons are at the top of home leavers list?
Speaker:  Many people may have to move to another city to take up a job or they may be going to 

university. But all this comes at a price – there are bills to pay plus the cost of accommo-
dation. That’s why there has been an increase in young people living with their parents 
for longer. The recent economic downturn is the biggest factor. It’s harder for them to 
get on the property ladder. 

Reporter:  But what is it like to be 27 and still living under the same roof as mum?
Speaker:  There’s something difficult about being an adult in an environment where you’re still a 

child. It limits the person socially and professionally as he\she is being looked after and 
doesn’t have much independence. 

Reporter:  Well not everyone has a choice and some might feel the benefits are greater than the bad 
things. Level of unemployment amongst the young may be high.

Speaker:  Surprisingly, though, these people are absolutely content with their life. They tend to say 
they don’t have to worry about paying taxes, or paying electricity, any bills. That is quite a 
big incentive. There is nothing to buy, no bed to make, no washing to do. You need quite a 
generous and kind mother and father to live like that. Indeed this type of parent you have 
may influence your decision to stay at home too. But if you have no choice about living at 
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home, hopefully you at least have a good relationship with your parents. And this means 
accepting their virtues and faults.

Reporter:  I remember my parents supporting grandparents. Has the new generation set a novel 
trend? 

Speaker:  People once held that when children became adults, they supported their parents. How-
ever, this is no longer the general trend, with more aging people having to support adult 
sons or daughters. The average age for people to marry has become older and many 
adults have extended their period of studying at colleges or in their education because 
of the high unemployment rate. Also a greater number of women are working. Conse-
quently many in 30s or 40s can’t deal with financial burdens or childcare issues on their 
own and have to seek help from their parents.

Reporter:  Thank you, Karen. We’ll keep up with the latest news.

10.

Ответ
A B C D E F G

3 4 6 8 2 7 5

Ответ
A B C D E F

4 1 7 6 2 3

11.

12–18.

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1 2 2 3 4 4 1

19–25.

The nobel prize
After inventing dynamite, Swedish-born Alfred Nobel became a very rich man However, he foresaw 
its universally destructive powers too late. Nobel preferred not to be remembered as the inventor 
of dynamite, so in 1895, just two weeks before his death, he created a fund to be used for awarding 
prizes to people who had made worthwhile contributions to mankind. 

Originally there were five awards: literature, physics, chemistry, medicine, and peace. Economics 
was added in 1968, just sixty-seven years after the first awards ceremony.

Every year on December 10, the anniversary of Nobel’s death, the awards are presented to the 
winners. Sometimes politics plays an important role in the judges’ decisions. 

Some people have won two prizes, but this is rare; others have shared their prizes.
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Croquet
Croquet became very popular in England in the middle of the 19th century. The home of the All 

England Croquet Club was Wimbledon. Today Wimbledon is a part of Greater London. Many people 
played croquet in England at that time, but the Croquet Club was not rich. Later the new game of 
lawn-tennis became popular. People play lawn-tennis on a lawn, that is, on grass. In 1875 the cro-
quet players and lawn-tennis players changed the name of their club to the All England Lawn-Tennis 
and Croquet Club and this name you will find today in the telephone book.

Two years later, in 1877, the first world lawn-tennis championship took place at Wimbledon.
At first only men played lawn-tennis and there was a surprise when the Club let women take part 

in the championship of 1884. The dresses of the women players were very long but they played well.

Plastic bags problem
Used plastic bags seem to collect at an alarming rate. Most people are reluctant to throw them away 
because they might come in useful one day. In fact, what usually happens is that we end up storing 
them for a while in a drawer or cupboard, and then usually, for lack of space, we decide to throw 
them in the nearest bin. As far as we are concerned, we’ve solved the problem. Unfortunately, that 
is not the end of it. All that we have done is solve the problem for ourselves while adding to an 
already disastrous state of affairs internationally because governments are quite incapable of han-
dling huge amounts of material for recycling.

In the USA, a $2,000 prize was offered to anyone who could come up with the most practical 
suggestion to alleviate the problem.

By far the best idea offered was a bed of bags someone had made for the homeless who live on 
the streets. A large plastic bag was simply stuffed with used small bags to produce a light, water-
proof mattress for sleeping on.

26–31.

32 1. guard 2. lookout 3. search 4. patrol

33 1. ways 2. means 3. cases 4. words

34 1. out 2. up 3. off 4. away

35 1. trials 2. attempts 3. efforts 4. struggles

36 1. shortage 2. gap 3. need 4. absence

37 1. widely 2. deeply 3. broadly 4. heavily

38 1. risk 2. danger 3. trouble 4. harm

32–38.
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39.

Tver
Russia

08/10/15
Dear Edward,
Thanks a million for your letter. I was very glad to get it. Sorry, I haven’t written to you for a long time.
Well, you have some questions about hobbies. I support your opinion that some nations have their 

peculiar national hobbies. For instance, the Brazilians have their passion for playing football, the English 
enjoy playing golf, the Spaniards like watching rodeos.

Of course, every rule has its exceptions.  Our country is multinational so it is difficult to say what hob-
bies  the Russians have.

As for the members of my family, we are all keen on travelling. It doesn’t matter whether to go abroad 
or to visit our local places of interest, we just love this process.

By the way, was your last exam difficult? Did you manage to pass your exam in Literature successful-
ly? Are you satisfied with your results?

Hope to get an answer from you soon.
Best wishes,
Vladimir

40.

These days lots of people live in block of flats and have neighbours. Some people believe that there 
is no point in being on good terms with them. Others argue that it is very important to get along with your 
neighbours. Personally, I do not think either you should have conflicts with your neighbours.

To start with, your neighbours can help you in a difficult situation. For example, if you are far away from 
your apartment, and something will happen with it, they will always call and inform you about the problem.

Moreover, constant conflicts with the neighbours will not do anything good for them or for you. Is not it 
better to live in mutual understanding and friendship rather than argue and live in the nervous atmosphere? 
I believe, the answer is obvious.

Nevertheless, there are people who have the other point of view. They believe that it is unnecessary 
to get on with your neighbours. In this way, they will not pry into your personal life or tell you about their 
problems. Our life is full of other problems.

I disagree with this opinion. Good neighbours will never be interested in your personal life. Also, I think 
neighbours should always try to help each other. Who will first call you if your apartment is flooded? Of 
course, your neighbours will.

To sum up, it is highly important for me to get on with my neighbours. I firmly believe that it is much 
better to live in friendship with them than in constant conflicts.

Task 1.

ВАЖНО!
Повторите правила чтения и ГЛАВНОЕ, как читаются слова при помощи ТРАНСКРИЦИИ!!!

Suggested Answer:

Suggested Answer:
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Task 2.

Both of the pictures show people reading articles in print. Although there are some 
similarities in the pictures, there are many more differences. 

In the first picture, it seems that the young man is in the relaxed environment of 
his home. It is probably the weekend, as he is drinking a cup of coffee and dressed in 
casual clothes. He is holding the magazine in one hand and has a smile on his face, so he 
must be reading something amusing. Perhaps, he’s just catching up on the gossip about 
a celebrity. 

I think, however, that the woman in the second picture is reading a more serious 
article. In contrast to what the man is reading, her newspaper seems like it’s of a better 
quality. I think she’s probably a businesswoman on her way to or from work because she 
is dressed formally. 

While the man is reading for pleasure at home, the woman is probably just reading to 
pass the time while she is travelling on the train.

Suggested Answer:
1. What films are on this evening?
2. What kind of films are they?
3. What time does the film start?
4. How long is the film?
5. Are there any discounts for students?/There are some discounts for students, aren’t there?

Обратите внимание на выделенные слова, проверьте их чтение, наиболее трудные слова 
запишите в свой словарик трудных слов.
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Типичные фразы описания фотографии

Вступительная фраза

I’ve chosen photo number 1/2/3.

Last summer/winter/spring/autumn holidays were wonder-
ful, I took a lot of photos and now I’d like to show you one of the 
photos. It’s great!

•	 where and when the photo 
was taken

•	 (в среднем не менее трёх 
фраз)

Well, I took this photo when I was on holidays …/I travelled 
…/The photo was taken in … last summer/winter

It’s a (n) ancient/wonderful/breathtaking place I’ve ever visit-
ed/have been to/seen in my life.

I was there with my friends/my family.

•	 what/who is in the photo

(в среднем не менее трёх фраз)

In the picture you can see a boy/a girl/a group of people/a 
man/a woman V

ing

(The photo/picture shows …

I can see …

In the picture there is/are …

In the middle/centre there are …

On the left/right there are …)

He/She/They are happy/excited/pleased with …

•	 what is happening

(в среднем не менее трёх фраз)

USE the Present Continuous Tense (is/are + V
ing

)

Если вы не совсем уверены в происходящем на картинке, 
можно использовать следующие обороты: they seem/ap-
pear to be running; they must/may be helping …

In my opinion the atmosphere in this picture/photo is peace-
ful/wonderful/joyful/festive/carefree/light-hearted/grip-
ping/thrilling …

(By the way, you see that the weather in the picture is also nice …)
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•	 why you keep the photo in your 
album

(в среднем не менее трёх фраз)

•	 So you see why I keep this photo in my album.

USE the Present Simple Tense (V
1
)

•	 I think it is the best picture I’ve ever taken in my life.

•	 This place is breathtaking, every time I look at it I 
think of the most beautiful moment in my life.

The children/people are/were so cheerful/active/in-
volved V

ing 
something … (Though the day isn’t/wasn’t nice … 

they are/were)

And I couldn’t help stopping and photographing 
him/her/them.

My mood improved immediately/instantly/right away.

(I felt that I also wanted to smile; everything was getting better 
despite a gloomy windy day.)

•	 why you decided to show the 
picture to your friend

(в среднем не менее трёх фраз)

I decided to show this picture to you as I am sure you will share 
this positive moment with me.

I know that you are having problems now, so maybe this picture 
will improve your mood.

Cheer up and enjoy your life, it’s wonderful.

I decided to show the photo to you because …

•	 it is one of the best pictures I took during my trip

•	 it shows one of the most exciting moments of my trip

•	 you have never seen such …

•	 I hope my photo will inspire you to join me next time

•	 I know you are also fond of taking pictures and I hope you’ll 
like this one.

•	 I want to share my experience with you. 

Заключительная фраза Well, that’s all for now. I am looking forward to your reaction. 
See you!
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Типичные фразы при сравнении фотографий

Вступительная фраза I’d like to compare and contrast these two photographs/pic-
tures.

•	 give a brief description of the 
photos (action, location)

(в среднем не менее трёх фраз)

In the first picture I can see …He/she/they is/are V
ing

He looks as if he…

He/she/they is/are in the park/in the mountains …

The second picture shows …

Если вы не совсем уверены в происходящем на картинке, 
можно использовать обороты типа: they seem/appear to 
be running; they must/may be helping …

•	 say what the pictures have in com-
mon

(в среднем не менее трёх фраз)

On the one hand, the pictures have much in common./What 
the photos have in common is that they both show …

The/both pictures present/depict …

Both a … and a … are/have to be/…

They …V
1 …

I get the impression that both pictures …

That’s where the similarities end.

•	 say in what way the pictures are 
different

(в среднем не менее трёх фраз)

On the other hand, in some ways the photos are really differ-
ent./The pictures are different in many ways/in a couple of 
ways. Firstly, …

A man in the first picture V
s 
… whereas/while a man in 

photo 2 V
s 
… (сравниваем постоянные действия героев 

фотографий)

In contrast with/By contrast …

Much, a lot, a great deal +safer, bigger, more exciting 
than… etc.

•	 say which of the … presented in 
the pictures you’d prefer

(в среднем не менее трёх фраз)

I’d prefer to ….

…really attracts me in various aspects.

And now I’d like to prove my point of view./I’d like to give 
several reasons for proving my point of view./I’d like to ar-
gue for this choice./I’d like to give arguments in favour of 
this choice.

•	 explain why

(в среднем не менее трёх фраз)

First of all, I think …

What’s more….

Finally, ….

Заключительная фраза Well, that’s all for now. I have tried to show the similarities and 
the differences of these two pictures.
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      KEYS

Иллюстрации к разделу «Устная часть»

Test 1, Task 2

Test 1, Task 3

Test 1, Task 4

Test 2, Task 2

Photo 1 Photo 2 Photo 3

Photo 1 Photo 2
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Test 2, Task 3

Test 3, Task 2

Test 3, Task 3

Test 2, Task 4

Photo 1 Photo 2 Photo 3

Photo 1 Photo 2

Photo 1 Photo 2 Photo 3
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Test 3, Task 4

Test 4, Task2

Test 4, Task 3

Photo 1 Photo 2

Photo 1 Photo 2 Photo 3
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Test 4, Task 4

Test 5, Task2

Test 5, Task3

Test 5, Task4

Photo 1 Photo 2

Photo 2 Photo 3Photo 1

Photo 1 Photo 2
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